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ABSTRACT The amalgamation of ubiquity, mobility, computing prowess, storage, and communication of
the portable electronic devices including smartphones, wearable devices, tablets have significantly altered the
fabric of human existence. The software applications for these mobile devices possess the capability to
disseminate and receive information, thereby enable the development of applications that may execute in
collaborative manner. However, in situations with ad-hoc connectivity unavailability of infrastructure and
communication breakdown are common, which inhibit information sharing across the devices, and hence
affect the applications running in the collaborative spaces. Further the applications developers face challenges
while developing reliable collaborative applications that can seamlessly execute in ad-hoc communication
settings with recurring issues with device connectivity. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a reliable
framework to the application developers which provides such an abstraction that they may create robust
applications without any concern about random communication disruptions. To address the aforementioned
issues, this article proposes a framework that facilitates the development of reliable and efficient collaborative
applications that communicate across devices while working in ad-hoc device connectivity settings. The
proposed framework provides an abstraction of some major components including service exposition,
service registration, storage, and synchronization while ensuring robustness to the challenges posed by
the intermittent connectivity failures. The efficacy of the framework has been demonstrated through a
detailed experimental evaluation using a custom developed collaborative application run in a variety of
operational settings over different portable devices in ad-hoc settings. The results reveal that the framework
not only successfully mitigates the challenges posed by the ad-hoc device connectivity, but also the
abstractions provided by the framework not only enables the application developers create customized
robust collaborative applications with significantly fewer lines of code, but also without worrying about
the intermittent communication failures among the involved devices.

INDEX TERMS Ad-hoc distributed systems, ad-hoc collaborative spaces, collaborative applications,
dependable systems, mission critical applications.

I. INTRODUCTION
A ubiquitous computing environment highlights the need for
reliable collaborative spaces where program and data sharing
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across heterogeneous devices is possible [1]. Present-day
portable electronic devices (smartphones, tablets, laptops,
wearables, etc.) make this possible by offering more
advanced computing, storage, and connectivity capabilities,
helping create innovative life services and additional user
values [2]. However, a smooth formation of collaborative
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spaces ideally requires fixed infrastructure i.e. cellu-
lar/internet services for communicating across multiple
devices. In the absence or suspension of these services,
and the non-availability of infrastructure, the devices may
temporarily disconnect from one another, causing issues in
communication across the devices. These requirements lead
to the need for a robust collaborative space that can function
over an ad-hoc distributed system seamlessly.

Ad-hoc distributed systems do not have a predefined
structure. The system must adapt to the changing needs and
demands by configuring itself both locally and globally. The
design and creation of collaborative applications over ad-hoc
distributed systems thus pose numerous challenges, whereby
such applications should exhibit availability, reliability, per-
formance, fault tolerance, security, and energy efficiency [3],
[4]. Availability refers to the fact that the system remains
available to the users with minimal downtime. Reliability
demands that the system is consistently able to work as
per its specifications. Performance refers to the fact that
in most cases, the system performs its functionality in a
specified time. Similarly, fault tolerance refers to the ability
of the system to recover from failures that may occur due to
unexpected conditions. Security in the given context is the
ability of the system to keep running services over malicious
faults. Lastly, energy efficiency demands that the battery
life of the electronic device being used may last for a long
time.

Consider the case of ambient assisted livingwhich involves
the use of wireless sensors and medical sensors to ensure
that a senior citizen living alone in a house is safe [5]. The
non-availability of the Internet or cellular services here can
pose a serious threat to the lives of senior citizens. Similarly,
a robust alert and rescue system over ad-hoc connectivity
can play a key role in delivering warning messages to
the potentially affected area residents and enabling rescue
workers to carry out rescue activities effectively [6], [7].
Solutions in this regard focus primarily on the formation
of static ad-hoc networks using battery-powered wireless
relays or flying vehicles [8], [9]. However, these require
external intervention to form a static ad-hoc network and
may delay instant rescue and communication activities,
causing serious damage. Therefore, there is a need to
form a dynamic ad-hoc network on the fly at any time,
anywhere, using nearby mobile devices by utilizing the
ad-hoc network protocols incorporated within those devices,
such as Wi-Fi Direct, Bluetooth Multipeer Connectivity, etc.,
[10]. Moreover, the research work conducted in the past
focused on particular interaction styles such as collaborative
visualization, task transfer or distribution, and collaboration,
but did not facilitate the application developer in developing
customized and robust applications over ad-hoc distributed
systems as per their requirements. Furthermore, many of
them have not explicitly evaluated their work with regards to
robustness. In order to address these issues a framework was
proposed to facilitate device users to perform collaboration
activities across the devices using an ad-hoc network in [11].

The framework however does not address the network
connectivity failure issues and is prone to errors in the
disconnection of involved devices. Hence, still there is a
dire need to extend and refine the framework by considering
the self-adaptation, data management, network management,
and client-customized requirements to address the above-
mentioned challenges.

This research extends the aforementioned framework [11]
so as to make it more robust, reliable, and efficient. Moreover,
the features of the proposed framework have been exposed
to the developers in an abstract manner using a well-defined
Application Programmer Interface (API) to facilitate the
development of reliable collaborative applications. The aim is
to provide high-level abstraction in components to facilitate
the application developers in developing applications without
worrying about the underlying complexities of ad-hoc
distributed systems, which are taken care of by the proposed
framework.

II. RELATED WORK
In 1996, Robertson began the cross-device interaction
journey by designing the uni-directional system that enabled
the user to operate the television through a personal
digital assistant (PDA) [12]. Subsequently, a rising trend
of research in this area was observed, which has continued
to grow in popularity. Nowadays, the devices available in
the commercial market also support cross-device interaction,
such as wearable devices used to control the mobile phone
or make and receive phone calls without picking up the
phone [13]. In recent years, numerous research articles
have been presented that address the different cross-device
interaction styles [14], [15].

This section presents an overview of existing frameworks
for cross-device interaction, which can be broadly classified
into two categories: infrastructure-based and ad-hoc network-
based. An ad-hoc network is a temporary form of a
decentralized network that can be created instantly for a
short period and allows nearby devices to share information
without the need for fixed infrastructure i.e. internet, cellular,
etc. using the short-range communication protocol [16].
In this research, we have particularly focused on ad-hoc
networks and proposed a comprehensive framework that
is designed to empower application developers to create
collaborative applications easily that can work across ad-hoc
distributed systems. Importantly, these applications can
operate without relying on a fixed infrastructure such as
the Internet or cellular services. Instead, they utilize ad-hoc
short-range communication protocols equipped with mobile
devices. Another category is hybrid networks, where the
ad-hoc network and the infrastructure-based network can
be utilized, allowing devices on both types of networks
to communicate with each other. This allows for greater
flexibility and scalability in the network, as devices can
connect to either the ad-hoc network or the infrastructure-
based network, depending on the availability of resources,
connectivity, and application requirements. The Nearby API
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by Google to communicate with nearby devices and exposure
notifications by Google and Apple for contact tracing
during the COVID-19 pandemic are the finest examples [17]
and [18].
Today almost all mobile devices that are commercially

available in the market are equipped with built-in ad-hoc
communication protocols i.e. Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi Direct
which enable the devices to exchange information over
a short distance. Bluetooth is generally used for sharing
data across devices when speed is not an issue. such
as printers, tablets, mobile, etc. [19]. In contrast, Wi-Fi
Direct covers more distance with a high speed as shown
in Table 1 along with more details [20]. Wi-Fi Direct is
one of the emerging protocols and several applications have
already been developed using this protocol and are available
on the Android App Store i.e. SHAREit, Wi-Fi Shoot,
HitcherChat, Xbox One, etc. The comparison ofWi-Fi Direct
and Bluetooth is presented in Table 1 based on various
parameters for better understanding.

TABLE 1. Comparison between Wi-Fi direct and bluetooth.

A comparison of the effectiveness and limitations of
previous research has been conducted by evaluating their
usefulness and is presented in Table 2. The primary factors
considered include the framework’s interaction style i.e. the
way users interact with the devices, compatibility with multi-
ple devices, communication protocol (ad-hoc or fixed), and
application development support for building applications.
The subsequent sections will cover the functioning details of
these frameworks.

A. INFRASTRUCTURE BASED FRAMEWORK
This section explains the details of the infrastructure-based
framework presented by the researchers to enable cross-
device interaction. By exploring the various approaches to
cross-device interaction and user needs, we can develop
systems and frameworks that are better able to meet
the communication and collaboration needs of a wide
range of users in various scenarios. The interesting use
cases were extracted from these scenarios and considered
during the proposed framework design. One example of
an infrastructure-based framework is the Conductor system,
designed byHamilton andWigdor, which allows users to split
tasks into sub-tasks and transfer them to multiple devices
based on their usability and convenience [15]. This system
relies on a centralized, dedicated web socket-based server
machine to synchronize data and session states.

Collaborative web browsing is another form of cross-
device interaction, where mobile devices communicate with

each other using their web browsers. Several frameworks and
systems have been developed to support collaborative web
browsing and information gathering, including the Magpie
framework for semantic web browsing support the collab-
orative information gathering by notifying the browsing
activities between the users [34], a co-browsing system that
allows the participant to point at their contents [35], the
Multi browsing system that enables the movement of web
information across multiple displays [36], PlayByPlay uses
the instant messaging model to support the collaborative
browsing task between mobile and desktop users [37]. Poly-
chrome facilitates collaborative web browsing/visualization
across multiple devices through the web browsers using the
PeerJS [25], and the web-based platform VISTRATES helps
to form the collaborative work-space for data analysis and
visualization purposes for users having multiple devices [38].
In another research, a single web page is distributed into
multiple portions and these portions are served across
multiple devices using the designed framework instead of
mirroring [27], [39].

Recently, we have seen an increase in the usage of
smartwatches but due to the limitation of small size,
it is difficult to carry out complex daily tasks on them.
By considering this issue, a watch-centric system was
presented by the researchers to support collaborative task
execution by creating a generic workspace of multiple types
of devices [28]. The designed system makes it easier to
carry out crowd-writing activities by allowing the users of
wearable devices to integrate with the system and effectively
take part in performing the job. The News system called
Agapie expedites the coordination of local and remote staff
to work together to achieve the ultimate goal. The wearwrite
team also designed the app for mobile and wearable
devices [40]. To facilitate the app development, a web-
based framework weave was presented by the researchers
to ease the development of cross-device applications for
mobile and wearable devices. The system used the jQuery
(JavaScript) libraries and exposed APIs for sensing and
distributing the occurred events across mobile and wearable
devices [14].
In 2014, another researcher proposed a collaborative

framework for user interface (UI) distribution across the
collaborating devices [41]. The framework is composed of
two major components, the client library, and the runtime
engine. The client library monitors and tracks the changes
that occurred at UI and synchronizes them across the
devices to maintain the session state. In contrast, the runtime
engine manages all devices and their generated distribution
changes. Another research of a similar kind, Panelrama
supports Web Pages distribution across multiple devices
by managing the allocation of portions across the targeted
display as per the screen and input modality [29]. Corre-
spondingly, another web-based platform ADaM facilitates
collaboration by distributing the UI across the devices by
evaluating the capabilities of devices, roles, rights, and
preferences [42].
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TABLE 2. Comparative analysis of different frameworks.

B. AD-HOC NETWORK BASED FRAMEWORK
Ad-hoc networks are temporary networks that are formed on
the fly and allow the devices to communicate with each other
without the need for a preexisting infrastructure or central
access point. The Samsung flow allows the users of Samsung
devices to seamlessly transfer or switch their activities to
other devices while working as per the convenience and
features offered by the devices [21]. The framework only
works with devices equipped with Wi-Fi or Bluetooth and is
within proximity as per the defined ranges of communication
protocol. It seamlessly transfers the workflow across the
devices efficiently within the user’s acceptable time. The
Samsung flow only works on Samsung hardware and does
not support cross-device collaboration activities. Similarly,
the continuity feature of iOS supports workflow transfer like
Samsung flow across the Apple devices i.e. Mac, iPhone, and
iPad only using AirDrop [22].
In recent years, wearable devices have witnessed steady

and consistent growth in the commercial market i.e. smart-
watches, medical wearables, etc., but it is helpful to use
these devices when combined with other devices due to
different types of features and capabilities. To address this
constraint, the Duet framework presented by the researchers
particularly focused on the joint interaction of mobile and
wearable devices for the completion of these specific tasks via

Bluetooth [23]. Receiving an email message and phone call
without picking up the mobile phone using the smartwatch by
establishing a pairing channel with the mobile is an example
of this interaction. The researchers have proposed a variety of
methods to boost the input and output functionality of wear-
ables by enhancing their functionality and design [43], hand
gestures using the sensors [44], skin buttons by integrating
the tiny projectors with the watches [45], wristband beyond
the watch surface [46], employing multiple application on
mobile [47], and by pairing them with other gadgets [48],
[49].

The use of mobile devices is widely popular because
of the sudden calamities that badly affect different regions
of the world. People need to communicate with each other or
broadcast any information or alerts in case of emergencies
using these devices. Unfortunately, these devices rely on
applications that only work for fixed infrastructure services
and will be useless in case of the absence of internet and
cellular services. In such types of mission-critical situations,
there is an essential need to provide reliable communication
across these devices without the dependency on fixed
infrastructure by ensuring the delivery of correct information
within the client’s stipulated time.

Team Phone is particularly designed for disaster-like
situations for carrying out rescue activities by creating a
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temporary network of smartphones on the fly. The system is
composed of a two-component messaging and a self-rescue
system that automatically activates and sends out emergency
messages when rescue workers are nearby. The system is
based onWi-Fi Direct communication protocol and evaluated
in terms of energy efficiency [30]. Similarly, a Wi-Fi Direct-
based alert dissemination protocol is also proposed by
A. Shahin and M. Younis that uses service discovery for
alerts generation and nearby devices can capture these alerts
without physical connection establishment that improves
the performance. Moreover, the protocol also facilitates the
forwarding of these alerts to other devices [50]. Hence,
it is unfeasible and impractical to completely rely on an
infrastructure-based disaster management system to carry out
rescue activities. An alternate solution based on Wi-Fi Direct
is proposed to support stable and reliable communication
between victims and rescue workers by enabling internet
access using nearby devices [31], [32]. In another research,
Fuliang L proposes the local communication system over
Wi-Fi Direct that facilitates information sharing across the
devices in an environmentwhere internet and cellular services
are not available [33]. The system supports inter-group
communication and is also tested using a real test bed.

Smartphones are an important tool of communication in a
mission-critical or disaster-like situation. However, most of
the applications developed for such situations are dependent
on cellular and internet communication, which may not be
available at all times. A cloud-based disaster management
server that requires the application installed on the Android
phone and updates the users about the disaster (tsunami,
cyclone, or flood) by enabling the cloud-to-device messaging
service [51], fixed server-based mobile application to collect
the victim’s data and send to server using HTTP post
protocol [52], another mobile application MyDisasterDroid
is used to carry out rescue activities in disaster-affected areas
requires network availability [53]. If the infrastructure is
suspended or disrupted due to some untoward situation and
the victimwants to broadcast information about their location
and status to seek assistance and call for rescue activities.
In this critical scenario, mobile users can’t communicate with
others due to the non-availability of internet/cellular services.
However, an application like Fire Chat was also developed
by the open garden that utilizes the peer-to-peer connectivity
architecture and allows the device users to communicate with
each other without the dependency of cellular and internet
services [54]. The user can perform chat and place calls but
is still unable to customize it based on different situations
according to their preferences and requirements.

According to the literature review, it is challenging to
create a robust, customized application as per the client’s
requirements that meets the various quality attributes i.e.
availability, reliability, performance, fault tolerance, security,
and energy efficiency outlined in the introduction. These
attributes are important for ensuring that the application is
reliable, efficient, and effective in meeting the needs of users.
The research presented in the past focused on particular

interaction styles and did not facilitate the application
developer in developing customized applications over ad-hoc
distributed systems as per the requirements. Thus, there is a
need to develop a framework that provides abstraction by hid-
ing the underlying complexities and enabling the developers
to build customized, robust collaborative applications easily.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK: ROBUST
INFRASTRUCTURE-LESS COLLABORATIVE SPACE
The proposed framework is designed to enable the devel-
opment of robust applications in an ad-hoc distributed
setting by considering self-adaptation, data management,
network management, and client-customized requirements.
The framework presents its components to developers in
an abstract way by hiding the underlying complexities and
offering a well-defined Application Programmer Interface
(API), which facilitates the creation of robust, customized
applications suited for ad-hoc environments. It is responsible
for forming a reliable ad-hoc network across nearby mobile
devices using short-range communication protocols and
facilitates the application developer to particularly focus
on application requirements instead of worrying about the
underlying complexity of the ad-hoc environment. To the best
of our knowledge, the prior research works primarily pro-
posed standalone communication systems based on different
interaction styles but do not offer any generic framework that
encourages application development over ad-hoc network
settings by offering a robust ad-hoc environment. Thus,
the proposed framework can potentially be used to easily
develop a variety of useful collaborative applications such
as document sharing, gaming, messaging applications, alert
dissemination, resource sharing, etc.

The framework is based on the Layered Architecture
style whereby different components have been grouped in
different layered, and their functionalities are exposed with
the help of Application Programming Interface (APIs) [55],
[56]. It is composed of five major components Controller,
Services, Network Management, Communication Service,
and Storage. Figure 1 provides a high-level architectural
view showing these major components of the framework
and their interaction with one another. The Controller is
the major component responsible for monitoring, control,
and management of all other components. It achieves self-
adaptation by continuously monitoring all component’s
responses and adjusting the behavior of the system by
analyzing the monitoring results and recovering it from
failure to make the system fault-tolerant. Services deal with
the registration and discovery of different services available
on nearby devices within the ad-hoc network range. Ad-hoc
network monitoring and configuration are managed by the
network management component that is solely responsible
for the establishment and maintenance of the network and
updates the information almost in real-time, to provide the
exact status of the connected devices.Communication Service
is a very important component of the framework that acts
as a listener and publisher of the messages generated by the
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FIGURE 1. High-Level architecture.

devices. Storage maintains the data and network repository
both at client and server, which is later used by the Controller
component in case of any intermittent failure or errors to
bring back the system to its original state by reforming the
network and synchronizing the session state across the all
connected devices to ensure data integrity. Furthermore, the
architecture and components of the framework are designed
with a focus on performance and resource efficiency, so that
the applications built using it can consume less battery
power.

The functionality of these five components is exposed in
the form of APIs, which provide an abstraction layer by
hiding the underlying complexity of an ad-hoc distributed
environment.

A. CONTROLLER
The Controller is the central component of the framework
that plays a crucial role in managing and coordinating the
activities of the other components. It receives feedback
from other components about the state of the network, the
functioning of the system, and any events that occur, and

uses this information to make decisions and ensure the
smooth operation of the collaboration space. In addition to its
monitoring and control functions, theController also initiates
an environment and performs any necessary initialization
tasks before handing control over to the other components.
As the main anchor of the system, it is responsible for
setting the stage for the other components to carry out their
designated functions.

1) COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
There are various ad-hoc network protocols that devices
can use to communicate with each other, such as Wi-Fi
Direct and Bluetooth. The Controller is responsible for
configuring the device to use the appropriate protocol based
on what is available. This involves setting up the device
with the necessary communication protocol, which is a set of
rules and conventions that define how devices communicate
with each other. By setting up the device with the correct
communication protocol, the Controller can ensure that the
device can communicate and collaborate effectively with
other devices on the network.
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2) BROADCAST INTENTS REGISTRATION
Broadcast intents are used to notify an application when
something has happened near the device, for example, a new
device found within the range. The event is communicated to
the application by sending a message along with event details
to perform any necessary actions. The Controller registers
these intents as listed in Table 3 during the initiating phase and
unregisters it after the application closing. It also activates the
network component to receive these broadcasts and inform
the Controller about the occurrence of any unusual activity.

TABLE 3. Broadcast intents.

3) SCANNING NEARBY DEVICES
Scanning of nearby devices is a crucial aspect of ad-hoc
distributed applications, as it enables devices to discover
and connect without the need for a central server or
other infrastructure. The Controller component initiates the
scanning activity to continuously search for devices in the
surrounding area. This process is known as peer discovery,
and it involves sending out messages to find other devices and
receiving responses from those devices. The devices can then
exchange information about their capabilities and services
and can establish a connection if both parties are interested.

4) PEER TO PEER LINK
A peer-to-peer link is a direct communication channel
between two devices, without the need for a central server
or access point. The devices are equal and can communicate
with each other directly. TheController initiates the invitation
process and facilitates communication between the devices
without replying to a central authority.

5) COMMUNICATION LINK
After successfully establishing of peer to peer-to-peer link
between the devices, Controller initiates the Communication
Service for the creation of a socket as the underlying
communication mechanism. This virtual tunnel allows the
exchange of data between the connected devices. It is
identified by a unique combination of an IP address and a
port number. The component is designed in such a way as to
take minimum time to form a temporary network, as delay
or unavailability of services may hinder the effectiveness,
availability, and reliability of collaborative applications.

6) SELF ADAPTATION
Self-adaptation is the process by which devices manage their
operation without any manual intervention in case of fault
occurrence and bring back the system to its normal state.
The Controller achieves self-adaptation by continuously
monitoring all component’s responses and adjusting the
behavior of the system by analyzing the monitoring results
and recovering it from failure to make the system fault-
tolerant. In the proposed framework, the Group Owner acts as
a leader and plays a key role bymanaging all devices and their
communication. The devices can suffer from disconnection at
any time if the group owner disconnects from the group.

To solve this problem, the concept of self-adaptation is
employed by the proposed framework.Whereby, it introduces
a group reformation feature and allows the devices to
seamlessly reconnect and form the network again, and the
framework chooses a new group owner. It is important to
note that the Controller maintains the list of all devices with
their Mac addresses and group owner priority values that are
calculated based on cost function designed by considering the
device capabilities i.e. internal/external storage, battery level.
This information is synchronized frequently on all connected
devices on every connection/disconnection. In case of
group/network disruption, the new group owner device uses
this information to connect with the client devices seamlessly
without any interruption. The complete step-by-step process
of self-adaptation is elaborated in Figure 2.

B. SERVICES
This component is responsible for managing the exposition
and discovery of services and enabling mobile devices to
provide and consume services. In an ad-hoc distributed
setting, mobile services for peer-to-peer applications play
the key in the implementation of distributed systems by
adopting the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) architec-
tural pattern [57]. The service is a self-contained function
that represents a unit of functionality and can exchange
information from other services.

1) REGISTRATION
Devices can expose their services within a short distance
to consumer devices by registering their services on the
device. For instance, organizers of a conference or event
advertise their proximity-based service for the participant’s
guidance and the participants can register themselves to get
the schedule details on their mobile phone for convenience
without internet or cellular services dependency. The emer-
gency alerts can be broadcast through the service registration
process, and other users can capture these alerts without
connecting with these devices. However, they can connect
further to share and receive more information based on the
scenario. The API takes the two mandatory input parameters
service ID and port # to broadcast the service on a local device
and also responds about the execution status, either failure or
success, to the Controller.
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FIGURE 2. Group/Network disruption and reformation.

2) DISCOVERY
Discovery refers to the capturing of nearby available services
offered by the devices through the system notifications. It can
be the emergency alerts broadcasted by different device
users which alerts the users of nearby devices about the
happening of some unusual events. Any device that intends
to subscribe to a particular service or wants to connect with
a device, invokes the discovery process to locate nearby
devices and services. The connection details will be utilized
for establishing the communication channel and ongoing
communication across the devices. Discovery API extracts
the network details and stores them for network management.

C. NETWORK MANAGEMENT
The network component is responsible for monitoring and
configuration of the ad-hoc distributed system bymaintaining
the list of all available nodes. Frequent connection and
disconnection are normal due to the ad-hoc nature of the
network. Therefore, It is the responsibility of the network
component to ensure the reliability and correctness of
network information.

1) MONITORING
The monitoring component of the framework is responsible
for answering the broadcast report by the system. Any device
can join or leave the network at any time due to the temporary
nature of the network without any prior intimation. In this
particular situation, there is a need to continuously monitor
the client device’s broadcast i.e. connection/disconnection
announced by the devices, and act accordingly to manage the

resources of the involved devices. The network component
is responsible for informing the controller component about
the disconnection of any device. Based on this information,
the controller synchronizes the device information across the
connected devices.

2) CONFIGURATION
There is a need to maintain a list of client devices to
record the network topology and update it dynamically.
The network component maintains this information using
a tree data structure. The network topology reflects the
network information and plays a key role in the message
forwarding from one device to another, including multiple
hops. Direct communication between two different groups
is not allowed because they have the same IP address
i.e. 192.168.49.1 according to the implementation of Wi-Fi
Direct on Android as shown in Figure 3. If a Group Owner
(GO) sends a message to another Group Owner (GO) device,
it will be routed back to itself. Moreover, the devices cannot
connect with multiple groups at the same time and need to
leave one group to join the other group. In that case, any
client device will act as a relay node for data communication
across multiple groups by switching between the two groups.
However, devices within the group can communicate directly.
However, Bluetooth-enabled devices can directly connect
without any limitations.

3) CONNECTIVITY
The Controller invokes the request to find the group owner
device from the list of available nearby devices and sends the
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connectivity invitation to the group owner device to join an
existing group. In case of the non-availability of the group,
it sends direct connectivity invitations to the available peer
to form an ad-hoc network for information sharing across the
devices. The group owner will be decided by the framework
based on device capabilities. After the formation of the
group, new devices can also join the same group. In that
case, any device can act as a group owner or client because
the main purpose is to establish a communication channel
to share and receive information across the devices. In the
case of Bluetooth, the device that accepts the invitation can
play the role of group owner and serve the all-connected
device.

4) GROUP SWITCHING
In an ad-hoc distributed setting where devices are connected
without a central authority, they may use various communica-
tion protocols such as Wi-Fi Direct, Bluetooth, or Multi-peer
connectivity to connect and exchange data. A group in this
context refers to a collection of multiple devices that can
communicate with each other simultaneously. For example,
if there are multiple groups of devices in proximity to
each other, the proposed framework can support a tunneling
mechanism to allow communication between these groups
and enable multi-hop transmission. To facilitate this, any
device having the required capabilities can act as a rely-on
node and be used to switch between the different groups
using a time-sharing strategy, enabling the dissemination of
information across all devices that are connected to different
groups [58], [59]. This can also help increase the range of the
ad-hoc network.

FIGURE 3. Intergroup communication, Device C act as a relay node
between Group A and B.

D. COMMUNICATION SERVICE
TheCommunication Service is responsible for the events/data
transmission across the connected device and hides the

complex communication mechanism by providing high-level
abstraction as shown in Figure 4. TheCommunication Service
has been developed using the sockets. It is responsible for
message communication and also manages the concurrent
client’s connections efficiently using multi-threading. It is
also tasked to ensure the accurate delivery of messages within
a user-acceptable time without any errors to ensure reliability.
Moreover, if the internet is available, the Communication
Service may also use it as a communication medium and
send data to a cloud-based server according to the application
requirements.

1) SERVER/CLIENT REGISTRATION
Communication service uses sockets that enable two-way
event/data communication across the connected devices.
It creates the server socket at the group owner device and
listens for the client device’s request at the specified port.
It also stores the client socket information and uses that
information for message broadcasting to a particular client.
After the establishment of the connectivity link between the
devices, theController executes the communication service to
set up a communication channel with the host/server device
by providing the group owner device IP, port number, and
device’s mac address. The client devices use this information
to establish a socket-based communication link with the host
device for data sharing.

2) LISTENER
Listeners wait for the incoming messages from the connected
devices and are responsible for sharing the messages with
the application for necessary processing. Moreover, it also
detects network-related messages and invokes the network
configuration management component for updating the
network details in the local repository. Moreover, to ensure
performance, efficiency, and response issues, individual
threads will be created for each client application.

3) PUBLISHER
The publisher is responsible for publishing messages on the
network based on the type of the message. To synchronize
any update on connected devices, the Controller invokes the
Communication Service event broadcasting API by providing
event/message data. When any device connects with the
current group, it broadcasts the network information to the
newly connected devices. Moreover, messages can also be
posted on the server by determining the availability of the
Internet.

4) MESSAGE TYPES
Two types of messages will be used by the Communication
Service for sharing information across the devices. The first
one is the network/device information and, the second is
the application-specific data that needs to be disseminated
across the connected devices. It is pertinent to mention that
the network tree will be created/updated based on network
syncing messages and will also be used to display the
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FIGURE 4. Communication service.

information of available devices on UI. When the Controller
receives the joining or leaving of any device on the network,
it will inform all members through the broadcast.

TABLE 4. Message attributes details.

The message attributes are also shown in Table 4 for better
understanding. The MAC attribute will be used for storing
the MAC address, while the device IP attribute stores the
IP address of the device over the network. Whereas, the
type attribute helps to identify whether the message is meant
for network synchronization or carries the data related to
the distributed application. The timestamp attribute helps
to ensure the synchronization of activities as in the case
of collaboration activities, we might need the timestamp to
manage the execution order of the messages. A relay node
will be used to identify the details of devices that are acting
as a bridge between two different groups. The category is an
optional parameter that can be used to identify the relevant
messages based on the user’s interests. It is pertinent to
mention that the message communication will be based on
the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) data format due to its
simple and flexible design. It enables the users to easily read

and understand the data in most cases. Moreover, data can be
pushed to the live server using theWebAPI on the availability
of the Internet on that particular node. A binary format for
data exchange can also be considered to reduce the size of
the message.

The proposed framework facilitates the development of
different applications based on user requirements and needs.
By considering different application areas and scenarios,
we have proposed the design of alert dissemination and
SOS call generation applications to highlight the need and
importance of these applications during different real-world
situations. Listing 1 and Listing 2 provide illuminating
samples of application data formatted in JSON. In Listing 1,
we delve into the representation of data from an alert
dissemination messaging system, unraveling the intricacies
of its structure and content. Similarly, Listing 2 offers a
detailed exploration of data originating from a promotional
messaging application, shedding light on its nuanced aspects.
These comprehensive examples not only serve to show-
case the diversity of JSON-based data but also facilitate
a deeper understanding of the underlying structures and
functionalities inherent in alert and promotional messaging
systems.

However, the application developers can structure the
application data as per the convenience and requirements of
the application. It is clearly shown from the listing that the
transfer of data across the devices is quite simple and flexible.
Any novice developer can develop applications for ad-hoc
environments without worrying about the complexities of
ad-hoc distributed systems. In the case of a mission-critical
application, such types of network disruption can cause
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LISTING 1. Alert dissemination messaging.

LISTING 2. Promotional messaging.

serious damage to the lives of people and pose serious
challenges to the robustness of the system. By considering
these challenges, we have given significant importance
to this feature and ensured the lossless and synchronized
flow of information across the devices by reforming the
network again in case of network failure. The framework will
encourage the developers towards the development of such
applications and also significantly reduce the application
development time.

E. STORAGE
During the collaboration activities, devices generate different
types of messages that are required to be saved to maintain
the session and network state during the lifetime of the
collaboration space. The proposed framework is considering
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) to transmit data across the
devices. Because, these are lightweight, easy to generate, and
parse [60].

1) MESSAGE CONTAINER
The framework also maintains its data repository both at
the client and server ends due to the ad-hoc nature of the
network, where any device can leave or join the network
at any time without any prior intimation. All the data
is stored in a container along with the timestamp. The
timestamp information is used by the Controller for data
synchronization on the devices in case of network disruption
and the disconnection of devices. In case a new device joins
the network or an existing client rejoins after some interval
due to some disruption, the data will be synchronized on
the devices. It is pertinent to mention that the timestamp
associated with the data will be utilized by the Controller
to update only generated data instead of all data. It will
also significantly improve the efficiency and response of the
application and ensure the robustness of the system.

2) GROUP MEMBERS (DEVICES)
In case of connection/disconnection of devices, the Host
device sends the updated group member’s devices list to
all the client devices for synchronization purposes. The
list will contain the Device Name, MAC Address, Group
Owner Priority, IP, and Network Protocol information that
will be used for the identification of nodes and network
reformation.

3) AVAILABLE PEERS
Due to the temporary nature of the environment, devices can
leave the network at any time during collaboration activities.
In that particular scenario, it is essential to detect the left
devices and remove them from the network list to clear
the unmanaged resources. Controller maintains the list of
all available peers/devices within the Wi-Fi Direct/Bluetooth
range and uses that list for cleaning the unmanaged resources
by making a comparison with the group members list
provided by the observer of the events. In this regard,
it registers the broadcast intent ‘‘Peers Changed’’, which is
received by the Events Observer in case of any change in the
peer list and requests the new list of available peers/devices
from the Android system.

IV. EXECUTION CYCLE AND APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
This section presents the working of different components
of the framework with the help of an execution cycle using
a case study of the Disaster Management System. It also
discusses how the proposed framework facilitates the appli-
cation developers in developing cross-device collaborative
applications.

Several crowdsourcing applications have been developed
to deal with emergency and disaster scenarios using mobile
devices. However, most of these applications rely on standard
communication methods and a web/cloud-based infrastruc-
ture. During a disaster scenario, cellular and internet services
may not be available, rendering mobile devices useless. This
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FIGURE 5. Network formation and information sharing across the devices.

application aims to create an ad-hoc distributed system using
nearby devices, enabling mobile users to communicate with
each other even when standard communication methods are
unavailable.

A. EXECUTION CYCLE
To establish a temporary network for exchanging information
among devices, these devices perform a series of processing
steps to maintain the collaboration space. The execution cycle
has been grouped into five major steps, as illustrated in
Figure 5.

1) DEVICE DISCOVERY
At the start, devices will scan the network to find the
nearby available devices and offered services within the
range and request some information from them. The devices
will respond to the request and provide the requested
information.

2) DEVICE/SERVICE INFORMATION
The given device information will consist of unique MAC
addresses and Device Protocols that will be used for
establishing connections with the devices.

3) CONNECTIVITY/PAIRING
Devices will form the network by connecting with each other
on the basis of extracted information and available protocols.

4) COMMUNICATION CHANNEL ESTABLISHMENT
A communication channel will be established by creating the
server and client sockets that will be used later for reading
and writing data streams across the devices.

5) INFORMATION SHARING
After the successful establishment by the communication
channel, data/information will be shared in JSON format
across the connected devices.
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TABLE 5. List of APIs.

6) CONNECTION TERMINATION
When the communication is complete or when desired,
terminate the connection between the devices. Connection
termination can be achieved using the specific protocol’s
APIs or by closing the network connections.

B. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
The challenges faced by the developers in producing robust
software applications for the ad-hoc environment have
already been discussed in the introduction of Section I.
The proposed framework manages the complexity of the
ad-hoc distributed environment by providing a high level
of abstraction and encourages the application developer
by providing easy-to-use APIs. The proposed framework
provides the following features to facilitate the application
developer in making collaborative applications in an ad-hoc
setting.

1) APIS
To facilitate a better understanding, a list of a few common
APIs is provided in Table 5 along with the details of
functionality and parameters. These APIs can be used to
perform a variety of tasks and provide access to a range
of functions. By using these APIs, developers can build
robust applications as per their requirements. In addition,
the proposed framework manages the mentioned below
activities on the behalf of application by hiding the underline
complexities efficiently to ensure seamless system operation.

a: COMMUNICATION CHANNEL ACROSS DEVICES
The framework facilitates information sharing across the
devices by establishing a socket channel. It is the core respon-
sibility of the framework to take care of the establishment of
a communication channel between different devices without
compromising performance.

b: STATE MANAGEMENT
The Storage is responsible for maintaining the application
state across the devices. In case of connection/disconnection,
data will be automatically synchronized across the connected
devices.

c: NETWORK REFORMATION
Due to the temporary nature of the network, any device
can connect/disconnect from the network at any time
with any prior intimation. In case of group owner left,
the network will be dissolved and require reformation.
In such a scenario, the framework adaptation service
will be activated, and reform the network to carry out
activities by declaring any of the devices as a group
owner.

2) EASE IN DEVELOPMENT AND REDUCE OF LINES OF
CODE:
The proposed framework hides the complexity of code
by providing a high level of abstraction and exposing the
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easy-to-use APIs. Using shorter lines of code is more efficient
than spreading the code over several lines. If you have
more lines of code, there are more places for bugs to hide,
and finding them might be more of a hassle. The sample
code listing 1, 2, and 3 illustrates how the framework
makes it easier to develop applications for ad-hoc distributed
settings. For example, broadcasting a message to nearby
devices requires setting up a peer-to-peer ad-hoc network
connection and a socket-based communication channel for
data transfer. Similarly, maintaining data consistency and
performance, which is critical for system robustness and
also requires complex code involving resources and multiple
thread management.

Code Listing 1 Broadcast Service
1: s : Service Name, p: Listening Port #
2: ▷ CommandStatus Status notifies about the execution

status
3: Call BroadcastService(s, p,CommandStatus)
4: if CommandStatus = true then
5: Output: Service Broadcast Successful
6: else
7: Output: Service Broadcast Failed
8: end if

Code Listing 2 Broadcast Message
1: dl : Devices List, appdata: Data
2: ▷ CommandStatus Status notifies about the execution

status
3: Call BroadcastMessage(dl, appdata,CommandStatus)
4: if CommandStatus = true then
5: Output: Message Broadcast Successful
6: else
7: Output: Message Broadcast Failed
8: end if

3) EASE IN TESTING
One of the main challenges faced by the application develop-
ers is to test the application on multiple devices to observe the
behavior of each device. Moreover, the availability of diverse
types of devices in the market with different OS Versions
makes application development more difficult. However, the
proposed framework provides ease by offering easy-to-use
APIs to the developers without worrying about the ad-hoc
distributed system complexities and focusing on application
development.

There are some frameworks and systems proposed by
researchers in the past that focus on particular interaction
styles i.e. Messaging systems, activities distribution, collab-
orative visualization, etc. highlighted in the literature review.
However, those frameworks do not facilitate the application
developer in developing customized applications as per the
user requirements.

Code Listing 3 Auto Connectivity of Devices
1: mac:MacAddress, p:Port #
2: ▷ CommandStatus notifies about the execution status
3: Call SearchGroup(CommandStatus)
4: if CommandStatus = true then
5: Output: Group Owner found, group is available.
6: m=macaddress ▷ Get Device MacAddress
7: p=portno ▷ Get port #
8: Call Join(mac,CommandStatus) ▷ For P2P

Connection
9: if CommandStatus = true then
10: Output: Connected Samsung-A5
11: else
12: Output: Request rejected
13: end if
14: else
15: Output: Group is not available, connect with the

available peer
16: Call ConnectToPeer(CommandStatus)
17: if CommandStatus = true then
18: Output: Connected to Huwaei-101
19: else
20: Output: Request rejected
21: end if
22: end if

V. EVALUATION
The proposed framework has been rigorously evaluated
by performing a diversified set of experiments to test the
functionalities offered by the framework. Whereby, the
experiments have been designed by considering different
real-world scenarios and tested on various operating param-
eters to prove the efficacy of the proposed framework.
Furthermore, a comparison of the proposed work with
existing similar research works has also been presented.

FIGURE 6. Collaborative paint application.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This section presents the evaluation of the proposed frame-
work with a variety of experiments designed by involving a
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TABLE 6. Experiments and operating parameters (defaults in bold text).

range of operating parameters. These experiments have been
conducted on a test bed prepared by developing a specialized
collaborative paint application over the proposed framework.
This collaborative paint application helps critically reviewing
the performance of the proposed framework for many
different real-time interaction scenarios/styles which involve
seamless collaboration across devices with distributed inter-
faces as shown in Figure 6. The application has been
customized to evaluate the robustness of the system in terms
of quality attributes including reliability, fault tolerance, and
synchronization to ensure the client’s degree of trust. The
application size satisfied the storage limitation of mobile
devices, i.e. 4.93 MB, and does not have any memory
overhead as anticipated from the framework. It is pertinent
to mention that Wi-Fi Direct has been used to establish
wireless connectivity among the devices for majority of the
experiments conducted in this research.

1) EXPERIMENTS AND OPERATING PARAMETERS
The parameters mentioned in Table 6 have been consid-
ered for the evaluation of the proposed framework. The
experimental approach involves designing experiments and
operating parameters specifically tailored to evaluate the
robustness and self-adaptive behavior of the framework. The
primary goal is to ensure the framework’s capability for
successful data delivery across devices and its ability to
recover from failures. Further, the experiments also compare
the proposed work with similar studies carried out by other
researchers.

B. RESULTS
This section presents and discusses the design and results
of experiments conducted under a variety of operating
conditions and settings. The experiments were carefully
conducted, and the results were thoroughly analyzed to
provide valuable insights. The discussion of the results
highlights key findings and their implications for further
research and practical applications.

1) P2P NETWORK FORMATION THROUGH SERVICE
DISCOVERY
It is crucial to test the application’s compatibility across
multiple devices of various manufacturers, as the ad-hoc
distributed system created using Wi-Fi Direct can include
multiple devices. Additionally, the version of Android may
vary depending on the device’s specifications and support.
By testing on multiple devices, we can ensure that the
application works seamlessly on all of them. The service
discovery and P2P network formation experiments were
conducted on various Android-based devices with different
OS versions as shown in Table 7. The results show that
the P2P network formation took less than a second, which
is acceptable and satisfied the robustness in terms of
performance.

In the case of the older KitKat versions of Android,
we have found service discovery issues with the old version,
whichmay be due to the particular device manufacturer or OS
version. However, the service discovery worked well across
the same KitKat version. The results also show that the Wi-Fi
Direct support has been significantly improved in the latest
version of Android.

2) SYNCHRONIZATION
Synchronization refers to the term, where multiple processes
running on multiple devices are joined at a certain point by
keeping their states identical and accurate across the devices.
By considering this fact, state synchronization is ensured by
keeping multiple copies of the data across the collaborating
devices coherently to maintain data integrity and efficiency.

a: EFFICIENCY
The information-sharing time across the peer devices is the
major parameter to evaluate the efficiency of the network.
In the case of distributed applications, we cannot afford delay
and require the data to be synchronized immediately on all
connected devices involved in the collaboration activity.
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TABLE 7. Service discovery time across devices with different manufacturers and OS versions.

An experiment was conducted to record the operation
synchronization time across the devices. The objective
of this experiment is to assess the impact on operation
synchronization time by increasing the number of operations.
The results show an average time of 60 ms to 118ms has been
recorded for synchronizing the session state of all devices.
It is clearly shown in Figure 7 (a) that an increase in the
number of operations has a negligible, small effect on the
synchronization time.

b: DISTANCE
In a collaborative ad-hoc environment, the devices may be
located at varying distances from each other, which can
affect the performance of the application. An experiment
was conducted to evaluate the effect of distance on the
operation synchronization time, as shown in Figure 7 (b). The
operation synchronization time was evaluated by introducing
different distance ranges between the devices with a gradual
increase in distance. The results indicate the impact of
distance on the operation synchronization time. It shows
that performance decreases linearly with an increase in
the distance between the devices. However, it is still
acceptable to develop messaging applications in ad-hoc
environments.

c: DATA INTEGRITY
Data Integrity refers to the assurance of data consistency and
accuracy across the devices connected with the Wi-Fi Direct
group. It is an important aspect and requires to be tested
to ensure the harmonization of data across the connected
devices.

Another experiment was conducted to ensure that the
actions performed by different users on their devices were
synchronized in the correct order while maintaining the
integrity of the collaborative space. This experiment was con-
ducted by inviting 5 different users along with their devices
to participate in the collaboration activity by performing
different operations. The users of the devices have performed
different operations using the paint application simultane-
ously. After the completion of the activities, we validated the
operation synchronization across all devices by comparing
the log files of each device. The analysis shows that all
operations are successfully synchronized without any data
loss. However, in a few cases, the operations were delivered
out of sequence as per the timestamp of the message. This
is very much possible in such heterogeneous and ad-hoc
settings. The average number of out-of-synch operations for
a different number of total operations have been presented
in Table 8. The framework was able to address this issue
by not only identifying such out-of-synch messages but also
managing to perform them by holding a few messages for a
specific period to ensure the sequence of activities on each
device.

3) SELF ADAPTATION
Self-adaptation is the process by which devices manage their
operation without any manual intervention and bring back the
system to its normal state in case of fault occurrence. In an
ad-hoc distributed system, all devices communicate with each
other in a peer-to-peer manner usingWi-Fi Direct without the
need for any fixed infrastructure or access point and can join
or leave the network at any time without any prior intimation.
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of time and distance.

TABLE 8. Operations synchronization sequence across the devices
(Heterogeneous Group of Devices).

In such kind of situation, there is a need to tackle these
scenarios to maintain the stability of the ad-hoc distributed
system. There are two possible scenarios: (i) The group owner
gets disconnected; (ii) A client device gets disconnected.

In the proposed ad-hoc collaboration space framework,
the Group owner acts as a leader and plays a key role

by managing all devices and their communication. Group
Owner (GO) can leave the network at any time without any
prior intimation. In the experiment, as shown in Table 9,
a heterogeneous Wi-Fi Direct group of devices was created
and asked the users to perform drawing operations. After
10 minutes, we intentionally disconnected the group owner.
The test was conducted on 3, 5, and 7 groups of devices
to check the framework’s effectiveness. The framework
successfully detected the group owner left and took almost a
few seconds in the group reformation process as shown in the
results. The result has clearly shown the framework’s strength
to ensure the smooth running of the system by forming the
group again.

TABLE 9. Group reformation after group owner left without any prior
notice to the client devices.

In the other scenario, a client device can join the
collaboration space at any time during the collaboration
activities. There is a need to synchronize the current state of
an application on the new device to maintain data integrity
across all connected devices. In an experiment as shown in
Table 10, the session state synchronization was evaluated on
a new client device after joining the in-progress session of
the Wi-Fi Direct group of heterogeneous devices. The result
has shown that the session state was synchronized in a few
seconds ranging from 2 sec to 8 sec with 100-600 operations,
which is quite an acceptable time for the users.

TABLE 10. Session state synchronization on a new client device after
joining the in-progress session (Heterogeneous Group of Devices).

To make the framework more intelligent, we are maintain-
ing multiple copies of data on all client devices along with
the timestamp information. In an experiment as shown in
Table 11, the client disconnects from the collaboration space
and rejoins after some time. The framework improved the
performance of the application by synchronizing the updated
operations only using the client device data repository and
timestamp information. It is evident from the results that
the session update time has been significantly improved by
avoiding duplicate operation rendering on the client device.

4) DEVICE MANAGEMENT
In the case of ad-hoc collaboration space, devicemanagement
refers to the efficient management of all devices involved
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TABLE 11. The client rejoins after a short period of disconnection
detected by the framework and updates the session state efficiently.

in the collaboration activities, which includes devices,
session state, and data management. During the collaboration
activity, devices can join or leave the network at any time
without any prior intimation. In that situation, it is required
to continuously monitor the network and respond to the new
connection and disconnection of devices.

An experiment was performed by creating a network of
multiple devices, as shown in Table 12. The results indicate
that the framework quickly detected when a client device
disconnected and removed it from the list of connected
devices. This was done to free up any unmanaged resources
and ensure that the updated list of devices was synchronized
across all connected devices, ensuring smooth system
operation.

TABLE 12. Time taken by the group owner to detect the left device and
synchronize the updated list on all connected devices (Heterogeneous
Group of Devices).

5) POWER CONSUMPTION
Mobile devices functioning primarily depends upon the
battery and when we run multiple activities on these
devices i.e. games, applications, Wi-Fi, etc., the battery
consumption rates become higher and drain the battery
more quickly due to heavy processing. We have seen a
surge in mobile application development in recent times, but
energy consumption factors are usually ignored during app
development. It is highly recommended that the designed
applications should be lightweight and energy-efficient to
support more battery hours [61], [62]. By considering this
fact, The architecture and components of the framework
are designed with a focus on performance and resource
efficiency.

An experiment was designed to estimate the battery
consumption as shown in Table 13. The experiment was
conducted in three different sessions with a time duration of
20 minutes. The results showed an estimated 1% decrease in
battery charging for 100 operations during these 20-minute
sessions. The result proves the framework’s effectiveness in

TABLE 13. Energy consumption of devices during the collaboration
activities.

TABLE 14. Device connectivity using Bluetooth (Heterogeneous Group of
Devices).

TABLE 15. Time taken by the message to deliver across the devices on
Bluetooth-based network (Heterogeneous Group of Devices).

TABLE 16. Time taken by the message to deliver across the devices on
the hybrid network based on Bluetooth and Wi-Fi Direct (Heterogeneous
Group of Devices).

case of a disaster-like situation where rescue activities may
take a long time due to disruptive infrastructure.

6) HYBRID NETWORK OF COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS
A few experiments have also been conducted on the
Bluetooth and hybrid network of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi
Direct to evaluate the device discovery and connectivity
time. According to the results, the device discovery and
connectivity took 14 to 15 seconds on average time to connect
different client devices with the master device as shown in
Table 14 on a Bluetooth-based network.

However, it will be significantly improved in the case of
already paired devices. Data transmission across the devices
is a little slow but suitable for information dissemination
across the Bluetooth-enabled devices as shown in Table 15.
By considering these results, the framework proved its effec-
tiveness by covering more application areas, as discussed in
the introduction section. Moreover, if the device does not
support Wi-Fi Direct, Bluetooth can be used for connectivity
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TABLE 17. Comparative analysis with existing frameworks across various evaluation parameters.

and information sharing with the other devices. In the last
experiment as shown in Table 16, operation synchronization
time in a hybrid network consisting of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi
Direct has shown some overhead to the low speed of
Bluetooth-based devices. But it can be utilized for message
dissemination.

C. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS WITH EXISTING STUDIES
This section presents the comparative analysis of the pro-
posed research work with the existing similar efforts, as pre-
sented in Table 17. Many of them conducted experiments
using different methods such as simulations, and real testbeds
of smartphones by considering different operating parameters
i.e. performance and throughput. While, in some cases, the
user experience was also collected through questionnaires.
Whereas, in a few cases, developers’ feedback was analyzed
by allowing them to create applications by providing an
authoring environment. However, there is no significant trace
for the validation and evaluation of robustness in the existing
research work.

The results show the robust performance of the proposed
framework in terms of data delivery and device discovery
without any data loss. However, the distance and number of
operations naturally affected the throughput just like other
frameworks. Self-adaptation was not verified in most of the
studies, which plays the key role of managing the operations
without any manual intervention and bringing back the
system to its normal state in case of any intermittent failures.
Thus, the proposed research work in this article improves
upon two different perspectives. This work rigorously evalu-
ates the robustness of the framework by not only conducting
experiments involving the reformation of the network due to
node failure as discussed in the evaluation section, but also
ensured the synchronization of the session state across the
devices to continue operation without disrupting the system
functionality.

Lastly, another significant additional contribution provided
by this research is the provision of abstraction for the applica-
tion developers with well-defined Application Programming
Interfaces (API). These APIs enable the developers with
ease of application development without worrying about the
complexities of the underlying distributed system, and easily
managingmany different possible intermittent failures, which
are taken care of by the proposed framework.

VI. CONCLUSION
This article presents a framework for developing robust,
reliable, and efficient collaborative applications in ad-hoc dis-
tributed settings. The components of the proposed framework
have been discussed in detail to illustrate how they work
together to create a dependable system. The functionality
of these components is exposed to developers using well-
defined APIs, providing an abstraction for application
developers. This enables them to develop robust applications
without worrying about the ad-hoc connectivity of the
underlying infrastructure. Thereby, it significantly reduces
the lines of code for developing such applications.

An extensive experimental evaluation was conducted
to demonstrate the usefulness and efficiency of different
components of the proposed framework, employing het-
erogeneous settings. The results showcase the framework’s
effectiveness in handling challenges such as network failures,
data sharing, and self-adaptability, thereby exhibiting high
availability, reliability, and fault tolerance. The proposed
framework holds great potential and can be extended in
the future to facilitate cross-platform ad-hoc collaborative
spaces, including security considerations to avoid malicious
intervention and enhance energy efficiency. Furthermore,
specialized APIs can be developed for various applica-
tions, encouraging application development in an ad-hoc
environment.
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